


DETAILS OF THE COLLECTION

Dictador Párrafo is a limited edition of vintages 
personally chosen and created by Dictador’s Master 
Blender Hernan Parra. This piece of many years’ 
work bore fruits in the form of a collection of 
excellent rums aged in American Oak with Sherry 
and Port casks finish.

The superbness of the rums in this series is proof of 
the craftsmanship of the Parra family and their 
multi-generational experience.



For over 40 years, Dictador has been meticulously 

perfecting the art of rum making according to family recipes 

and techniques. It is now time that this superior aged rum 

finds its way to the workshops of some of the most 

outstanding artists of the spirit world – artists who expertly 

craft distinct categories of alcohol in the most exquisite 

ways imaginable.

Each of these artists has been meticulously selected to 

represent his own category of alcohol, based on 

craftsmanship that is unmatched, exceptional and beyond 

compare. Each invited artist is to receive in their domain 

specially selected barrels of Dictador rum and to continue 

the unique maturing process.

 

• in a different cellar

• on a different continent

• under the expertise 

 of another Cellar Master.

We          the lines
between spirits categories



BORBÓN



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
BORBÓN
VINTAGE 1998 41% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: A light note of raspberry jam and hints of strawberry, orange and plum. 
There is a wisp of light vanilla and hints of fresh green grass, too. Really 
delicate but also very complex at the same time. 

Palate: Some lovely notes of kiwi and white chocolate with apricot, honey and 
sweet tea. Some summer fruits, followed by a hint of new leather.

Finish: Sweet spices with some light oak notes.

1571

700 ML

1998

41%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

AMERICAN OAK

24YO

304

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

46/304



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
BORBÓN
VINTAGE 1999 43% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: A note of rich dark chocolate and treacle toffee, with notes of heavily 
polished antique furniture, with candied ginger, cinnamon, allspice and rich 
vanilla pods.

Palate: Strong notes of leather and sandalwood with hints of pineapple, red 
apples and some drizzled runny honey. Some more ginger comes through with 
the addition of some sweetened coffee notes at the end.

Finish: Long and semi-sweet with lovely hints of strawberry, oak spices and 
vanilla.

1572

700 ML

1999

43%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

AMERICAN OAK

23YO

310

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

11/310



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
BORBÓN
VINTAGE 2001 44% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Hints of well-aged cognac come through at first, which give way to apple 
pie, red cherries, dates, figs and dark chocolate notes. Candied orange peel 
comes through last.

Palate: A soft and welcoming palate has vintage leather, dark cherries, sweet 
orange, earthy truffle notes and hazelnut praline. Sweet, soft and delicious!

Finish: Soft mandarin notes, some blood orange and a hint of cinnamon spice.

1574

700 ML

2001

44%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

AMERICAN OAK

21YO

295

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

11/295



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
BORBÓN
VINTAGE 2003 41% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Warm cherry pie, red apples, polished vintage leather shoes, pineapple, 
rhubarb with white chocolate, raspberries and rich sultanas.

Palate: A big hit of the cherry once again, with some more red stone fruits 
(plum) and figs too. There is a dusting of cinnamon and some more red apples 
which give a fruity, juicy note to the palate.

Finish: More red fruits, some great light vanilla notes and a hint of cola.  

1575

700 ML

2003

41%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

AMERICAN OAK

19YO

315

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

59/315



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
BORBÓN
VINTAGE 2003 50% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: A note of cinnamon and crab apple jelly at first, with some spiced oak 
and plenty of good vanilla notes. There is some fresh ginger, and a hint of bbq 
smoke to this. New leather and suede come through too.

Palate: A good full bodied palate that has plenty of cedar oak notes, some 
fresh strawberry jam, and apple filled cinnamon dusted doughnuts. There is 
certainly a handshake with the bourbon, as some notes of creamy wheat and 
spicy rye come though.

Finish: Warming rye spices, more cinnamon. Liquorice and warm chilli spices. 

1573

700 ML

2003

50%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

AMERICAN OAK

19YO

290

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

71/293 18/290



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
BORBÓN
VINTAGE 2004 46% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Tasted coconuts and some notes of lime zest give this a tropical feel, 
which is given depth by oak spices and a hint of vanilla. There is fresh 
pineapple and some elements of pine, too. 

Palate: Soft and delicate in the mouth, this has toasted marshmallow firstly, 
followed by juicy tropical fruits and finally the coconut from the nose, but this 
time lightly toasted. Mellow and delicious. 

Finish: Steps up a gear in the finish with some menthol and ginger notes that 
give depth to the tropical delicate notes on the palate. 

1576

700 ML

2004

46%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

AMERICAN OAK

18YO

293

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

71/293



FINO



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
FINO
VINTAGE 1999 42% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: The toasted top of a creme brûlée, agave, bright yellow flowers, oak 
spices and hints of liquorice on the nose. 

Palate: Freshly baked rye bread, cinnamon spiced apple doughnuts and some 
leather tones. This has an earthy depth with a spicy undertone and fruity, 
apple-led top notes. Toasted hazelnuts. 

Finish: Bitter orange, rhubarb and some notes of grapefruit. 

 

1578

700 ML

1999

42%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

SHERRY

23YO

300

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

11/310



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
FINO
VINTAGE 2007 43% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Maple syrup on the nose, with hints of freshly baked French pastries, and 
some apple compote. A back note of strawberries and cream.

Palate: Soft and delicate, this has some grape notes to it which give a natural 
fruity sweetness, followed by some earthy and spicy notes of cinnamon and 
cardamom. A hint of rhubarb on the end.

Finish: Light spices, some notes of vanilla and a hit of the maple syrup from the 
start of the nose.

1577

700 ML

2007

43%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

SHERRY

15YO

290

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

29/290



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
FINO
VINTAGE 2008 46% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Manuka honey gives earthy sweetness and a depth of complexity. There 
are notes of freshly polished oak, and some blood orange too. The spices are 
delicate, soft cinnamon and some soft brown sugar too.

Palate: Slightly dry on the palate with some notes of dark chocolate, cocoa 
powder, and hints of ginger spice. This develops into ripe red apples and some 
notes of earthy pachouli. 

Finish. The pachouli lingers with an undertone of cracked black pepper and 
some more cinnamon spice. 

1579

700 ML

2008

46%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

SHERRY

14YO

290

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

38/290



PARDO



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
PARDO
VINTAGE 1998 43% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Dusty old oak furniture, fresh ginger, white flowers and a hint of tropical 
fruit. Some lime zest gives the aromas extra energy. Lemongrass is there for 
depth too.

Palate: Ripe banana, cloves, some sweet tea, cedar and bee pollen give this an 
excellent and well balanced palate. A hint of red chilli gives it length and 
character. 

Finish: Oak spices at first, followed by toasted marshmallow and some rich fruit 
cake.

1580

700 ML

1998

43%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

PORT

24YO

880

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

89/880



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
PARDO
VINTAGE 2003 40% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Heather honey, with a hint of clove, all spice and some sandalwood. 
Ginger snaps, strawberry jam and toffee fudge. Orange peel, plum pudding 
and baked figs.

Palate: Some notes of palo santo, figs drizzled in honey, sweet red cocktail 
cherries, oak spices and lemon zest with a touch more honey. 

Finish: A spiced note with some earthy notes and a hint of red chilli. Long and 
warming. 

1582

700 ML

2003

40%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

PORT

19YO

900

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

11/900



#FINE&RARE

DICTADOR PÁRRAFO I
PARDO
VINTAGE 2004 41% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Hints of ripe banana, with some light toasted coconut and red cherries. 
Liquorice powder and nutmeg with a backbone of vanilla.

Palate: Light notes of coffee with cream, some hints of banana split (whipped 
cream, banana, vanilla ice cream, chocolate sauce) and some red cherry notes. 

Finish: Heather honey, light notes of lavender and some sweet tea flavours. 

1581

700 ML

2004

41%

6

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

PORT

18YO

890

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

CASK

YEARS IN CASK

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

71/890



THANK YOU
www.dictador.com                 

the_dictador
• web   
• ig


